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Abstract: Short, high-brightness relativistic electron bunches can drive ultra-high wakefields in the dielectric 7 

wakefield accelerators (DWFAs). This effect can be used to generate high power THz coherent Cherenkov 8 

radiation, accelerate a witness bunch with gradient two or three orders of magnitude larger than that in the 9 

conventional RF linear accelerators, and introduce energy modulation within the driving bunch itself, etc. The 10 

paper studies potential applications of the DWFAs in the SINBAD facility at DESY. The simulations show that 11 

the ultra-short relativistic bunches from the SINBAD injector ARES can excite accelerating wakefields with 12 

peak amplitudes as high as GV/m at THz frequencies in proper DWFA structures. In addition, it illustrates that 13 

the DWFA structure can serve as a dechirper to compensate the correlated energy spread of the bunches 14 

accelerated by the laser plasma wakefield accelerator. 15 

Keywords: Dielectric wakefield accelerator; Ultra-short electron bunch; Accelerating gradient; Energy spread. 16 

1. Introduction    17 

    The dielectric accelerator is one of the most advanced accelerator concepts, in which the ultra-high 18 

accelerating field can be excited by either optical to infrared lasers or ultra-short relativistic electron bunches. 19 

Dielectric accelerators have promising applications in the future high energy colliders and free electron lasers, 20 

due to their compact sizes. For the dielectric laser accelerators [1-4], a number of structures have been studied, 21 

such as the grating structure, the 2D and 3D photonic band-gap structure, and so on. The beam driven dielectric 22 

wakefield accelerators (DWFAs) make use of the electromagnetic Cherenkov radiation (wakefield) from the 23 

electron bunches that pass through the dielectric lined waveguides (DLWs) [5]. The most used DWFA structure 24 

is the single layer cylindrical DLW. Besides, many other DLW structures have been investigated, for instances, 25 

the double-layer cylindrical DLW [6] and the rectangular (slab-symmetric) DLW [7]. DWFAs have wide 26 

applications in modern sciences. Narrow-band high-power THz radiation can be generated from the driving 27 

electron bunch directly in the DLWs [8, 9]. The wakefield can be used to accelerate a witness bunch with 28 

gradient two or three orders of magnitude larger than that in conventional metal RF linear accelerators. The 29 

mechanism has been demonstrated experimentally at the AWA facility of ANL [10], the ATF facility of BNL 30 

[11] and the FACET facility of SLAC [12]. Moreover, the energy modulation of the driving bunch itself can be 31 

used to compensate its time-dependent energy spread like a dechirper or produce bunch trains indirectly [13]. 32 

For instance, based on the self-wake, a tunable energy dechirper was used to remove the correlated energy 33 

spread from the 60 MeV beam at the ATF facility [14]. Such a dechirper may simplify linac beamline design 34 

significantly and improve the performance of the free electron lasers [14, 15].  35 

    The accelerator research and development (ARD) group at DESY is investigating a novel facility, the Short 36 

and INnovative Bunches and Accelerators at DESY (SINBAD) [16, 17]. Within the SINBAD facility, we will 37 

study the production of ultra-short relativistic electron bunches, the high gradient advanced accelerator concepts, 38 

and their various applications. Among a number of topics, one idea is the external injection experiment for the 39 

laser plasma wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [18]. The external bunches to be accelerated in the LWFA will be 40 

provided by ARES: Accelerator Research Experiment at SINBAD. Based on the conventional S-band and X-41 

band RF cavities, ARES aims to generate ultra-short electron bunches having FWHM length from sub-42 

femtosecond to a few fs with relatively low charge (0.5 pC to a few pC) and energy up to 200 MeV. It is of great 43 

interest to explore the potential applications of the DWFAs in the SINBAD facility. For example, it is of great 44 

interest to use the ultra-short bunches from ARES to drive ultra-high gradient accelerating wakefields in a 45 

DWFA. On the other hand, the DLW structure may serve as a dechirper to compensate the positive energy chirp 46 
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of a LWFA-accelerated bunch, in which the head electrons have lower energy than the tail electrons as long as 47 

the acceleration is terminated before dephasing [19, 20].  48 

2. Wakefield Analysis and Simulations    49 

    The wakefield stimulated by the driving bunch in a DLW consists of a series of discrete electromagnetic 50 

modes depending on the bunch and waveguide parameters. Figure 1 shows the two commonly used DLWs, i.e. 51 

the cylindrical and the rectangular dielectric waveguides. In this paper, the dielectric material is CVD (chemical 52 

vapor deposition) diamond as proposed in [11]. It has been demonstrated in [11] and its previous works that this 53 

kind of material has a very low loss tangent (<10
-4

) in the Ka-W frequency bands, a thermal conductivity higher 54 

than 2000 W/K/m at room temperature and a DC breakdown threshold on the level of 1 GV/m. Note that 55 

diamond is used in our current simulations temporarily. Some other dielectric materials might be selected in the 56 

future practical design. For example, fused silica is a potential candidate as an alternative, of which an 57 

accelerating field breakdown threshold of 8 GV/m has been observed at THz frequencies in [21]. The relative 58 

permittivity of diamond 綱追 is around 5.7. For the cylindrical structure, the inner radius and outer radius of the 59 

dielectric layer are denoted by a and b, respectively. The frequency 血 and wavelength 膏 of the fundamental 60 

mode (TM01) can be estimated by the following equation [21]: 61 血 噺 頂碇 噺 頂替岫長貸銚岻紐悌認貸怠,                                                                         (1) 62 

or by: 63 

血 噺 頂碇 噺 頂態訂 ゲ 謬 悌認岫悌認貸怠岻岫長貸銚岻銚,                                                                  (2) 64 

when the thickness of the dielectric layer is much smaller than the inner radius of the DLW tube, i.e. (b-a) << a. 65 

Compared with Ref. [22], the corrugated structure is replaced by the dielectric layer, so we have decreased the 66 

frequency by a factor of ヂに in Eq. (2) based on the results in [23]. Meanwhile, the maximum longitudinal 67 

decelerating wakefield within the driving bunch 継佃┸辰奪達 , and the peak surface electric field 継追┸坦探嘆脱  can be 68 

calculated approximately by the expression [21]: 69 

結継佃┸辰奪達 噺 結継追┸坦探嘆脱   紐悌認貸怠悌認 簡 替朝弐追賑陳賑頂鉄銚釆謬 添肺芭認貼迭悌認蹄年袋銚挽,                                                  (3) 70 

where 堅勅  and 兼勅潔態 are the classical radius and rest energy of the electron, respectively, 結 is the absolute charge 71 

of one electron, 軽長  is the number of electrons per bunch, and 購佃 is the rms bunch length. Substituting 堅勅 噺72 怠替訂悌轍 勅鉄陳賑頂鉄 and 軽長 噺 芸【結 into Eq. (3), we have: 73 

継佃┸辰奪達 簡 町訂悌轍銚磐謬 添肺芭認貼迭悌認蹄年袋銚卑 ,                                                                (4) 74 

where 綱待 is the permittivity of free space and 芸 is the total bunch charge. 75 

Using Eqs. (1)-(4), a preliminary design of a DLW structure may be carried out. Meanwhile, there are a few 76 

numerical codes, such as OOPIC PRO [24], and RECTANGULAR for the rectangular DLWs [7]. In this paper, 77 

the Wakefield Solver of CST [25] is used. It assumes that the driving bunch has a line Gaussian distribution. The 78 

following bunch parameters are used: average energy 継 噺 などど    , total bunch charge 芸 噺 な   , bunch length 79 購佃 噺 ど┻ぬ づ ┸ な┻ど づ ┸    ぬ┻ど づ . The longitudinal wake impedances and on axis wakefields are shown in Figs. 2 80 

and 3 for two bunch-length cases using the cylindrical waveguide. It can be seen that the wake strength mainly 81 

depends on the inner radius of the dielectric layer for a certain driving bunch. The inner radius a has to be small 82 

enough corresponding to the bunch length to excite significant wakefields, the outer radius b has to be chosen 83 

properly as well to control the wakefield frequencies and hence the integrated waveforms. For instance, in the 84 

case of 購佃 噺 ど┻ぬ づ  as shown in Fig. 2, there is only weak wakefield excited when a is 5  づ , but the 85 

accelerating wakefield becomes as high as 4.8 GV/m when a is 2 づ . The wakefield frequencies are higher than 86 



5 THz in all the cases. In the case of 購佃 噺 ぬ づ  as shown in Fig. 3, the wake is relatively weak. However, when 87 

the inner radius a is 20 づ , the decelerating wakefield magnitude within the driving bunch increases linearly 88 

along the bunch from head to tail. Such a time-dependent wake is very suitable for compensating the positive 89 

energy chirp, since the trailing electrons that have higher energy will lose more energy than the head ones. In the 90 

next section, the so called energy spread dechirper will be described in detail. Table 1 lists the related theoretical 91 

results and simulation values. Good agreements can be observed. As illustrated in the table, the transformer ratio 92 

defined as the ratio of the maximum energy gain of the witness bunch to the maximum energy loss of the driving 93 

bunch, i.e. 迎 噺 継佃┸叩達達【継佃┸辰奪達, is generally lower than 2 unless certain specific techniques are used [26].  94 

                95 

Fig. 1. (a) Cylindrical dielectric waveguide and (b) Rectangular dielectric waveguide. 96 
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal wake impedance vs. frequencies (a), and wakefield vs. distance after the driving bunch (b). 98 

ız is 0.3 µm, 芸 is 1 pC. The inner radius a is 2 or 5 µm, while the dielectric layer thickness is kept to be 1 µm. 99 
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal wake impedance vs. frequencies (a), and wakefield vs. distance after the driving bunch (b). 101 

ız is 3.0 µm, 芸 is 1 pC. The inner radius a is 20 or 30 µm, while the dielectric layer thickness is kept to be 5 µm. 102 

Table 1 Comparisons between the theoretical results and the simulated ones. 103 

ız 

(µm) 
晒 

(pC) 

a 

(µm) 

b 

(µm) 

fTM01, Eq.1 

(THz) 

fTM01, Eq.2 

(THz) 

fTM01, CST 

(THz) 

Ez, dec, Eq.4 

(GV/m) 

Ez, dec, CST 

(GV/m) 

Ez, acc, CST 

(GV/m) 

0.3 1 2 3 34.6 37.2 32.5 3.019 2.730 4.750 

1 1 5 6 34.6 23.5 25.6 0.395 0.354 0.718 

3 1 20 25 6.9 5.2 5.5 0.030 0.031 0.044 

a 

b dielectric 

conductor 

(a) 

2a 2b 

dielectric 

conductor 

tunable plate 

(b) 



3. Dechirper Studies   104 

In the LWFA, the witness bunch must be injected into a certain 90° phase range of the plasma wave to 105 

accelerate and focus it simultaneously. As a result, the head electrons always gain less energy than the tail ones 106 

before the dephasing happens [20]. One solution is to remove the correlated energy spread using the self-wake of 107 

the bunch when it travels through a metallic corrugated pipe [27-30] or a DLW structure [13, 14].  108 

For a dechirper, the rectangular dielectric structure is employed taking advantage of its continuously tunable 109 

gap as shown in Fig. 1 (b). We assume the output bunch parameters after the LWFA as follows: the average 110 

energy 継 噺 にどど    , the positive correlated rms energy spread 系剣堅ｅ継 噺 に    , the slice energy spread is ±0.3 111 

MeV, the Gaussian bunch size ıx,y,z = 3.0 µm, and the bunch charge 芸 is variable from 1 pC to as high as 100 pC. 112 

Fig. 4 plots the impedances of the wakefields and their on-axis amplitudes when half the height of the vacuum 113 

chamber a is 10 µm, 15 µm or 20 µm and the dielectric layer thickness is kept to be 5 µm when 芸 = 1 pC. In the 114 

case of a = 20 µm, the wake strength becomes 70% of the value in Fig. 3 due to different geometrical boundaries, 115 

differing with the prediction of 講態【なは 蛤 はどガ in [30] for the corrugated structures, whereas the frequency drops 116 

by 10%, not as much as な 伐 な【ヂに 蛤 ぬどガ as in [30]. Simulations with the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) Solver of CST 117 

have been performed as well. The size a was selected to be 15 µm to let the bunch pass through. Figure 5 (a) 118 

shows the energy distributions before and after a 750 µm dechirper when 芸 = 100 pC. It can be seen that the 119 

correlated energy spread is compensated dramatically. The increment in the uncorrelated energy spread (slice 120 

energy spread) is observed. The reason is considered to be that the off axis electrons undergo various 121 

longitudinal and transverse wakefields strengths. There exists an optimal dechirper length to make the energy 122 

spread minimum, as shown in Fig. 5 (b), where we can see that the optimal dechirper length is around 750 µm. 123 

The peak magnitude in the optimized energy spectrum (peak c) is 2.5 times the initial one (peak a). The average 124 

energy is reduced by 2.5 MeV in 750 µm, which implies a wake Ez,dec = 3333 MV/m and a dechirper strength Sd 125 

= 1.9 MV/m/µm/pC, where Sd is the normalized wakefield strength regarding the full bunch length and charge as 126 

defined in [14]. The wakefield strength in the PIC solver is in accordance with that in the Wakefield solver. It 127 

should be mentioned that the 100 pC bunch charge is hardly to obtain for such short electron bunches. A higher 128 

charge allows us to compensate 系剣堅ｅ継 sufficiently within a shorter dechirper length and hence get rid of the 129 

limitation of the computer memory, supposing that the wake strength is proportional to the bunch charge and the 130 

space charge effect can be ignored within a few mm transport distance. As a crosscheck, simulations were 131 

carried out for 10 pC using a moderately long dechirper. The average energy was reduced by 1 MeV after 3000 132 

µm, leading to a wake Ez,dec = 333.3 MV/m and a dechirper strength Sd = 1.9 MV/m/µm/pC. The dechirper 133 

strength was the same as the value in the case of 100 pC. It implied that the optimal dechirper length was around 134 

7500 µm for 10 pC. 135 
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal wake impedance vs. frequencies (a), and wakefield vs. distance after the driving bunch (b). 137 

ız is 3.0 µm, 芸 is 1 pC, as like in the case of Fig. 3. The rectangular waveguide structure is used here. Half 138 

height a is 10, 15 or 20 µm, while the dielectric layer thickness is kept to be 5 µm. 139 
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Fig. 5. Energy distributions before and after travelling 750 µm in the dechirper (a), and energy spectrums at 141 

different dechirper lengths (b). A bunch charge 芸 = 100 pC is used. 142 

4. Summary and outlook    143 

The paper has presented multiple applications of the DWFA structures in the SINBAD facility. The ultra-high 144 

accelerating wakefields up to GV/m at tens of THz can be generated by the ultra-short electron bunches from 145 

ARES. Proof-of-concept simulations have shown that the DLW-based dechirper has great potential to 146 

compensate the correlated energy spread of the LWFA-accelerated bunch. In the simulation results, we noticed a 147 

transverse emittance growth by a few percent due to the time-dependent quadrupole wake along the bunch (it 148 

was found that the bunch tail was focused in x direction, but not visibly in y direction). Further efforts need to be 149 

made to minimize the increment in the slice energy spread and the emittance growth by optimizing the DLW 150 

structure and manipulating the transverse bunch size. The realization of such tiny structures is quite challenging. 151 

In the future, a more realistic initial bunch distribution from the LWFA will be employed to evaluate the overall 152 

performance of a DLW-based dechirper and to consider the practical difficulties.  153 
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